A Review of Barriers to Treating Domestic Violence for Middle Eastern Women Living in the United States
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INTRODUCTION

Although domestic violence (DV) has been a problem throughout history, it is only in the past two decades that researchers have shown interest in analyzing how cultural values and social norms relate to aggression and violence towards women.1 DV, as noted by Hawcroft et al2 “includes violence perpetrated by a family member or intimate partner towards another adult. Much of the current international evidence focuses on intimate partner violence (IPV), which is a subset of domestic violence” (p. 2). The Center for Disease Control’s Intimate Partner Violence publication defines IPV as including “physical violence, sexual violence,
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stalking and psychological aggression (including coercive tactics) by a current or former intimate partner” (p. 11). Current statistics indicate DV is a worldwide epidemic: The World Health Organization (WHO) released a report in 2013 indicating the prevalence of IPV is at least 30% of the female population. IPV may be more problematic for minority women: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported data obtained from the National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS) indicating that Black non-Hispanic women and multiracial non-Hispanic women had a higher lifetime prevalence of physical violence and stalking than White non-Hispanic women. Although Asian Americans report lower rates of DV, researchers suggest such instances may be underreported due to stigma, language difficulties, and cultural values. In addition, rates of DV are higher in Asian American communities partly because they are influenced by the patriarchal culture. Research shows acculturation may also serve as a stressor causing DV. This may relate to many other immigrant groups, who like Asian Americans, often experience accumulative stress when they are unable to adapt to or cope with the process of acculturation. Other problems associated with DV; for example, when compared to not having encountered a DV relationship, women within violent dyads report more frequent DV, and are more likely to report headaches, chronic pain, difficulty sleeping, activity limitations, and overall poor physical health. These individuals (regardless of culture, age, or gender) can suffer from mental health problems such as depressive and anxiety symptoms, post-traumatic stress, and suicidal ideation. While these are all serious issues that may be relatively short-lived, DV can also have significantly long-lasting or permanent effects like physical trauma, profound psychological trauma, and even death. In fact, research shows that 45.8% of women with depressive disorders reported domestic violence; 27.6% of women suffering from anxiety disorders reported experiencing domestic violence, and 61% of women suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder reported experiencing domestic violence. Moreover, studies show that 36.4% of female victims of DV indicate a need for services during their lifetime. These statistics highlight domestic violence as a correlate of various mental health disorders and therefore, a public health and safety problem. However, among victims of lifetime domestic violence, only 21.1% disclosed their victimization to a doctor or nurse.

While incidence and prevalence data on DV in Middle Eastern regions are scarce, existing evidence indicates many women are affected. The 2013 WHO report showed instances of DV have been especially high in the Eastern Mediterranean region and Southeast Asian region. This may be especially problematic because despite the long-term effects of such violence, women are unable or unwilling to seek services due to the cultural stigma surrounding mental health and therapy in these regions. Within the Middle East, the social and cultural stigmas surrounding seeking professional mental health services are significant barriers to getting help for the effects of psychological issues. Other barriers include fear of further violence, loss of support, loss of relationships, concern for children, insecure immigration status, disruption to family life and cultural network, and involvement of child protective services.

The purpose of this literature review is to highlight (1) the gap in research in supporting people of Middle Eastern descent regarding DV, and (2) the barriers that people of Middle Eastern descent often face when seeking out mental health services, especially as it relates to DV.

METHODOLOGY

Data collection for this systematic literature review follows current guidelines outlined in the Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement.

Eligibility and Search Strategy

The Greater Middle East region is widespread, encompassing the Eastern Mediterranean countries (e.g., Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran, Morocco, Pakistan, United Arab Emirates, etc.), as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Near East countries (e.g., Israel, Algeria, Tunisia, etc.) as defined by the U.S. Department of State. To be included in the current literature review, eligible studies needed to meet the following criteria: (1) include females of Greater Middle Eastern descent, (2) participants must be 18 years of age or older, and (3) have a history of DV or IPV. While this literature review seeks to understand the barriers to treatment for Middle Eastern women living in the United States, “living in the US” was not included as a study limiter in an effort to seek the broadest analysis on Middle Eastern cultures. Limiting studies to those conducted only with Middle Eastern women living in the United States was believed to be limiting and presented a possibly misleading analysis of current literature and its clinical applications.

Data collection occurred first between September 2015 and January 2016 and later in April 2019 utilizing the following databases: ProQuest, ProQuest Dissertations, SAGE, Taylor and Francis, EBSCO, APA PsycNET, and PsychINFO. Search criteria were limited to peer-reviewed articles and dissertations published in the English language. Research reports were also selected from specialized U.S. government agencies and the WHO to provide valuable supplementary data for this review. Finally, studies older than January 2000 were eliminated from the consideration set to ensure the most accurate and relevant understanding on Middle Eastern cultures, their beliefs regarding domestic violence, and barriers to seeking treatment.

Selection Process

A subset of authors was tasked with screening the final peer-review articles, dissertations, and research reports to determine their appropriateness and eligibility for this literature review. Figure 1 outlines a sampling of key search terms, as well as the strategy for how keywords were utilized in this study. Figure 2 provides a flow diagram of the initial literature review, highlighting how items were selected or eliminated from the consideration set. There were
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Researchers examining the multidimensional perspectives of DV and how they relate to cultural factors, behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs, contribute to understanding help-seeking behaviors in Middle Eastern women. While the findings discussed below are generalized to all Middle Eastern cultures, it is critical to note variations on beliefs, norms, and behaviors likely exist among the range of Middle Eastern cultures. For example, research Jaghab K22 indicates that for Arab-American women, patriarchal perspectives and values regarding egalitarian roles about marriage and family life were related to DV. However, in a study of Egyptian women, household standard-of-living, and history of corporal punishment were associated with physical violence. A study by Zakar et al24 indicated that marriage at an early age and women's unemployment status were strong predictors of DV among Pakistani women. Other studies also highlight that people from the Greater Middle Eastern region are heterogeneous. For example, Daoud et al25 found a difference in rates of IPV among Arab and Jewish women in Israel, with Arab women reporting higher rates of IPV. However, their research suggested that improving social connectedness and improving contextual aspects, such as socioeconomic status, may serve as protective factors against IPV. Alzoubi et al26 found that Jordanian men and women's acceptance of DV was lower in general compared to other Arab nations; however, they also found that similar to other studies, IPV was more generally accepted among people who were unemployed and living in rural areas.

With these considerations in mind, research suggests normative beliefs regarding familial disclosure of DV affect the likelihood of seeking help.27 In many Middle Eastern communities, people see DV as a non-significant personal issue.28 Moreover, the emphasis on the well-being of the family in Middle Eastern cultures contributes to the stigma about mental health.29 Family reputation, cultural expectations, religious values, and interdependence contribute to Middle Eastern women viewing domestic violence as a private family matter.30 Acculturation, enculturation, cultural congruity, and social support serve to predict psychological help-seeking attitudes among various minority cultural groups.29 For example, minority cultural groups who are more acculturated into their non-native society, as well as those who demonstrate a higher level of cultural congruity, are more likely to seek psychological services.29 Conversely, research has found help-seeking attitudes and behaviors among minority cultural groups decrease with higher level of enculturation in one's own society or when they perceive a higher level of social support from friends and family.29

Although patriarchy within the Middle Eastern region is difficult to measure, research indicates that social and cultural norms within patriarchal societies encourage male dominance, which legitimizes aggression towards women.30-32 In these societies, individuals consider DV a private and familial matter, which deprives victims of DV from accessing a range of helpful services, including medical aid, family support, community and social services, psychological help, and legal services.13 Similarly, Raj et al19 suggested that traditional cultural beliefs regarding marital roles and religious beliefs influence people's attitudes toward DV. In fact, a study conducted by Haj-Yahia et al31 found marital roles accounted for the three principle reasons Arab women regarded IPV as acceptable, including: (a) a wife's failure to obey her husband (64%); (b) a wife's desecration of her husband or husband's family's image, either inside or outside the home (61%); and (c) a wife's neglect of household and/or child-rearing duties (55%).

A constant power struggle in marital relationships in traditional Arab cultures is related to increased DV against women.33 DV is not an issue that is widely addressed among many Middle Easterner cultures due to the belief that violence is an appropriate form of discipline.34 This cultural acceptability provides Middle
Eastern women with the ability to keep their victimization silent, and therefore not seek help. However, research suggests that greater awareness of what DV entails, having more resources available to report DV, as well as improved financial independence for women may help change the perception of DV. For example, researchers in the Republic of Cyprus found that middle-aged women reported the highest percentage of DV due to more knowledge about the types of DV, as well as having greater social support. Decreasing the instances of DV may increase the overall quality of life for women, as suggested Asadi et al, who found that various types of DV was associated with lower quality of life among Iranian women. These findings suggest a public health policy highlighting the definitions of DV, as well as the harmful effects of DV may be beneficial as a preventive measure.

Stigma against Psychotherapy in Middle Eastern Cultures

Despite a strong correlation between verbal, emotional, physical, and sexual violence and depression, within Middle Eastern populations, the stigma towards mental illness and seeking psychological help is strongly associated with negative attitudes towards Western psychotherapy. Women in Muslim immigrant cultures often do not seek out mental health resources because of the value of preserving family relationships and the fear of being stigmatized and isolated from their community. Abu-Ras et al found that Muslim women of ten conceal psychological issues to avoid the potential loss of marriage proposal prospects, which disclosure might engender. Abu-Ras et al found that 70% of women expressed shame regarding seeking professional mental health resources. Equally, Youssef et al found shame and stigma around mental health within Middle Eastern populations are significant barriers to the utilization of mental health resources. Notably, an Iranian study illuminated the presence of a “self-perceived stigma” of mental illness, despite how available and well-developed mental health services were in the country.

Another barrier to accessing psychotherapy for individuals of Middle Eastern descent lies in the perception that the pursuit of Western psychotherapy is self-serving and culturally incompatible, especially given that Western psychotherapy was developed in individuals of Middle Eastern descent experience with Western psychotherapy, including: (a) the client’s level of acculturation in American culture; (b) the political context in which the client grew up; (c) the client’s perception of self-actualization, which is rooted in conflicting beliefs and goals between individualistic and collectivistic societies; (d) the client’s ascribed meaning towards Americans and American culture; and (e) the level of trust and connection that exists for the client due to the environmental events that have occurred throughout their lifetime. Additionally, many Muslim leaders in the Middle East rely on Islamic principles as guide posts for mental health, which explicitly emphasize the overall health of the family rather than the individual. Middle Easterners more often rely on spiritual rather than psychological approaches when addressing emotional problems. Padela et al found that American Muslims often recited the Quran to cope with their mental health struggles rather than seek therapy.

While perceptions of increased social support with regards to seeking mental health and resources can increase the likelihood of a person seeking treatment, it seems there is a steep climb toward that goal in many Middle Eastern countries. To begin with, there appears to be a dearth of literature and research regarding the reduction of stigma surrounding therapy in Middle Eastern cultures-remediing this would hopefully lead to more positive social support for seeking therapy, and therefore better treatment outcomes for Middle Eastern women who are victims of DV. Another recommendation may include targeted outreach on the part of mental health practitioners to Middle Eastern communities via culturally relevant resources, such as religious institutions, given that religion and spirituality are important avenues Middle Eastern populations use to cope with mental health struggles.

Furthermore, as research suggests that DV is related to poor health outcomes (i.e., sleep problems, hypertension, etc.), physicians and other healthcare practitioners may be at the forefront of intervening and supporting survivors of DV. Providing healthcare professionals with training on identifying signs and intervening in a culturally sensitive manner may prove to be beneficial, especially in regards to referring survivors to seek out mental health resources. Mental health interventions focusing on increasing hope may act as a protective factor, particularly against suicidal risk, as found by researchers studying the role of hope as a mediator between IPV and suicide risk among Turkish women.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

There are several issues that mental health clinicians must consider when working with women of Middle Eastern descent who survive domestic violence. These include the patriarchal structure of Middle Eastern culture, what is considered normative behavior, responses to personal problems, and how one engages in help-seeking behavior. The literature reviewed here also has implications for social workers, especially as they can provide more personalized and effective resources to survivors of DV by knowing more about the family dynamics that exist within the larger Greater Middle Eastern cultural system. However, clinicians need more information about how and why Middle Eastern women who are survivors of DV seek help; investigators need to conduct more cross-cultural research on this population, directing their efforts to better understanding Middle Eastern women’s perception of the risks and benefits associated with psychological help. The limitations of this literature review is related to the gap in literature on effective interventions, for both providing individual services and implementing preventive programs for communities; clinicians and public health educators may benefit from research identifying ways to reduce incidents of domestic violence in the Greater Middle Eastern cultures, and moreover, report these instances as they occur to receive appropriate supportive services. This research needs to highlight Middle Easterners’ views of psychotherapy and help-seeking to tailor therapeutic techniques to this population. The awareness of stigma of psychotherapy in Middle Eastern cultures will allow...
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